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Mark Harrison, Medicine and victory:
British military medicine in the Second World
War,OxfordUniversityPress,2004,pp.xiii,320,
illus., £45.00 (hardback 0-19-926859-2).
Historians of military medicine have paid
far more attention, albeit uneven, to the First
World War than to the Second. Mark Harrison’s
Medicine and victory is a landmark text. It is the
first work, official histories aside, to provide
a comprehensive survey of British military
medicine in all the major allied campaigns of the
Second World War in which the British had
sole or a significant military involvement.
Further it attempts assessments of the place of
various sorts of medicine in these campaigns
(on death rates, morale, etc.) as well making an
overall appraisal of its contribution to the war
asawhole.Harrison’sbookisrigorouslydevoted
tobattle.Thereisnohomefronthereorhistoryof
the treatment of soldiers at homeor, indeed, very
far away from the battlefront if it comes to that,
except in the case of soldiers in the camps in
Singapore and Hong Kong. The main chapter
titles speak Harrison’s faithful shadowing of
wartime action. After some general orientation
come the campaigns: ‘Medicine in Retreat
1940–1942’, ‘The Western Desert, 1940–1943’;
‘North Africa, Sicily and Italy; Burma and
North-East India’, and finally, ‘Medicine
Victorious: North-West Europe, 1944–1945’.
In the last chapter Harrison sums up and
conjectures.
Overall, Harrison considers British medicine
had a good war, certainly in contrast to that of
the Germans and the Japanese. By 1944, he
writes, ‘‘most casualties were receiving
treatment within hours of wounding’’ (p. 275).
Medicaltechnologies,notablyimmunizationand
penicillin, saved lives. After 1944 penicillin’s
effect on returning men to combat, not only by
preventing sepsis but also by curing VD is
staggering. Yet, we knew these things. Harrison
justtellsthisoldtalewellwithnewexamplesand
statistics. What repeatedly shines through this
book, however, is the triumph of British military
medicine’s organizational power. The British
seem to have understood far more readily than
did the Axis powers the medical problems of the
rapidly moving fronts of the Second World War.
Thisisparticularlywellseenintheuseofaircraft
to evacuate troops, the organization of blood
transfusion services and in the deployment of
front line surgical teams, notably those treating
headwounds.Whatismorestriking,andperhaps
less well recognized, is that, when facing a new,
critical, situation and coping poorly, British
medical administrators adapted quickly. Burma,
in spite of its being one of the less successful
medicalcampaigns,wasagoodcaseinpoint.The
generally good relations between medical
officers and their combatant colleagues seem to
have been pivotal here. Lieutenant-General
William Slim, who commanded the British
forces in Burma, echoing an Enlightenment
sentiment, put it in a nutshell: ‘‘Good doctors are
no use without good discipline ...More than
half the battle against disease is fought not by
doctors but by regimental officers’’ (p. 194). In
some quarters in the German forces, masculine,
military values eclipsed all others to the point
that sickness was regarded as weakness. In
spite of legendary Germanic efficiency, these
values sometimes showed through. Brilliant
commander though he was, Rommel was not
closely attendant to the medical and hygienic
needs of an army. Montgomery was. This factor
was possibly enough to turn the tide in the
Western desert. As to the Japanese, Harrison
seems nonplussed as he catalogues their
unexplained bayoneting of medical officers,
nurses and civilian orderlies. An important
point that Harrison repeatedly, and in my view
rightly, makes, is that like medical officers in
the First War, those of the Second, bullied,
ordered and patronized the troops but, unlike
their predecessors, they also appealed to ideals
of citizenship. There is much here for the
historian of democracy and the fate of the
Enlightenment.
Historians need not fear that Harrison has
conquered the field of military medicine in the
372Second World War. There is extensive research
here but Harrison shows there is much to be
done. This is a relatively short book for such a
massive topic. It reads well, is challenging
and much like a good, long essay is a call to
historical arms. There are a few illustrations
but surely fans of the BBC television series
Dad’s Army will recognize in the picture on
p. 171 that the bank manager Captain
Mainwaring (a.k.a. Mannering) did see active
service, but under the nom-de-plume of
‘‘Two-gun Pete’’.
Christopher Lawrence,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL
John Farley, To cast out disease: a
history of the International Health Division of
the Rockefeller Foundation (1913–1951),
Oxford and New York, Oxford University Press,
2004, pp. x, 323, illus. £39.50 (hardback
0-19-516631-0).
Although it was one of the most influential
public health agencies of the twentieth century
and the best-endowed branch of the Rockefeller
Foundation, the history of the International
HealthDivision(IHD)hasneverbeentoldsofar.
From his forays into the records of the
Division, John Farley gives a fairly detailed
account of the transnational disease campaigns
that it conceptualized for the first time under the
rubric of eradication. A ‘‘tribute’’ to the
malariologist Lewis Hackett (p. 300), To
cast out disease is at its best in the central
chapters on hookworm, yellow fever and
malaria. Farley makes no mystery of it; he
believed from the start that the IHD was ‘‘more
or less the American equivalent of the
British Colonial Medical Service’’ (p. vii).
This is understandable, coming as it does from
the author of Bilharzia: a history of imperial
tropical medicine (1991), but this perspective
is somewhat misleading.
The picture given of the Division is one of
an organization ‘‘uncomfortably’’ divided
between the two ideas which were more or less
personified by its first directors, Wickliffe Rose
(1913–23) and Frederick Russell (1923–35):
the one focused on education and public health,
the other on disease control and eradication
per se. Tramping through swamps and killing
mosquitoes, this alone merits the ‘‘admiration’’
of a historian (p. 298) who is indifferent to the
problematic nature of the concept of eradication
in the 1920s and 1930s when the paradigm
of reductionist biomedicine (bacteriology) was
undergoing reform. The ‘‘medical barons’’—
Frederick Russell, Lewis Hackett, Paul Russell
and ‘‘the General Patton of entomology’’,
Fred Soper—were the only true heroes. True,
Farley remembers his own professional training
in parasitology so clearly that he seems close
to espousing a ‘‘culture-free model’’ in which
all could be blamed on a few microparasites.
It is, however, giving too much credence to his
prejudices to suddenly conclude: ‘‘What the
Health Division archives indicate to me is an
organization with its sights fixed on narrow
medical concerns’’ (p. 294). For Rose, the
struggle against parasites was no more than a
means to an end, namely the health education
of populations and their representatives,
and we are told that with Rose’s failure, comes a
farewell to states and governments, a subject on
which it seems the author is much more
at ease. However, it should be pointed out
that the IHD did not spare its efforts later in
encouragingstateandlocal initiativesonthefive
continents to develop permanent public health
agencies.
With attention focused on the tropics,
continental Europe looks like a poor relation in
this picture. With the exception of malarial Italy,
the subject is rapidly dealt with: a chapter on
tuberculosis in France, followed by a few
pages on those European schools of hygiene
which, apparently, ‘‘predated’’ the Health
Division’s endowments of London and Toronto.
Those pages do not always demonstrate sound
judgment. For instance, great emphasis is put on
PragueandRome,whereasZagrebandBudapest
were considered by the Division itself as
‘‘the better Institutes in Europe’’. And there is
nothing on the vision conjured up by Rose and
Selskar Gunn of the political stabilization of
Central and Eastern Europe, and nothing either
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Nations, whose name is not even mentioned.
It is as though the Rajchmans, Stampars and
Boudreaus had never shared in the history of the
Division, which financed 30 to 40 per cent of
their accomplishments. This blindness extends
to the IHD itself, where numerous important
people are overlooked, especially Gunn, who is
practically ignored.
Indeed, where there are heroes, there must be
villains. It is true that the Division had
‘‘no truck’’ with those who claimed to treat
malariawithroastbeef andthe fewwhobelieved
in social medicine. But was it really necessary
to describe John Black Grant as ‘‘dour,
humourless, rude and cynical’’, or Rose as
‘‘incapable of judging men’’ (pp. 14 and 7)?
Curiously, this aggressive tone is extended even
to the authors of this review, taken to task for
these same ‘‘dense and obscure’’, ‘‘flowery’’
works on tuberculosis, which our censor
nevertheless abundantly draws upon (p. 56). To
Raymond Fosdick, Gunn wrote in 1926: ‘‘my
own conviction is that sociology and public
health are closely related’’.
1 Believe us, the
Rockefeller Foundation was highly sensitive to
what was blowing in the wind at the time; it was
volatile, changing, sometimes affected by the
left-wing romanticism of the Milbank Memorial
Fund (at the time of John Kingsbury of
course), and sometimes more staid, here
‘‘flirting’’ with Stampar, there with the
subversive reactionaries of Get  u ulio Vargas or
Mussolini. It was like a sponge or an ink
blotter. A kaleidoscope.
Even more than for his historiographic
lacunae, the author can be criticized for drawing
on one source only, the Rockefeller Foundation
papers themselves. But does the history of the
Division unfold in a scientific or diplomatic no
man’s land, context-free? Is it not rather
inseparable from the history of such dissimilar
agencies as the American Public Health
Association, the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company or the State Department? And
intimately linked as well to a ‘‘cluster’’ of
Americanphilanthropies:theMilbankMemorial
Fund, the Commonwealth Fund, and finally
showing a close relationship with the history of
the other Rockefeller philanthropies? It is no
small challenge to claim to give an independent
history of it when there were field officers, and
not the least among these, who said they
‘‘doubt[ed] if the Division, as such, has been of
very great significance in establishing the
public health policies of the Foundation...[and
did] notbelieve thatthepublichealthworkinthe
Foundation would suffer if the IHD should
be disbanded’’.
2
Inouropinion,thebestofthebookcomesfrom
the assumption that ‘‘many of the Division’s
decisions appear ad hoc and haphazard’’
(p. 19). In flashes of lucidity, John Farley sees
the IHD’s legacy as one which does not reside at
all in the more or less successful diffusion of
American methods, but in its incessant efforts in
backing brains: ‘‘to find and canalise the
explosive potentialities of any country and
epoch’’, in the words of Alan Gregg. It is all the
more regrettable that such a work, which in
addition will render an important service to
researchers, is so full of typographical errors:
L Farrard rather than Farrand, E Rust rather
than Rist, Dunn for Gunn, Pedroso for Pedrosa,
SrobarforSrober,andsoon,whilenotforgetting
L Murard, kindly rebaptised Murant or Murand.
Inattentions of this kind extend to Mezzogiorno
mis-spelled as Mezzaggiorno or poor Mussolini
who becomes El Duce....These are of course
details, but which, added up, cannot but leave an
impression of carelessness.
Lion Murard and Patrick Zylberman,
CERMES, Villejuif
1SMGunntoRBFosdick,6Oct.1926,Rockefeller
Archive Center, RG 3, series 900, box 17, f.122.
2Ibid.
Bernard Harris, The origins of the
British welfare state: state and social welfare
in England and Wales, 1800–1945, Basingstoke,
Palgrave Macmillan, 2004, pp. xii, 402.
£52.50 (hardback 0-333-64997-4), £17.99
(paperback 0-333-64998-2).
Every decade since the 1960s, a major text
seeking to popularize the latest trends in
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long-termdevelopmentofBritishwelfarepolicy.
Hence Maurice Bruce’s pioneering The coming
of the welfare state (1961) was followed in
1973 by Derek Fraser’s The evolution of the
British welfare state (3rd ed., 2003) with its
nuanced account of the nineteenth-century
accommodation between laissez-faire and
collectivism. Then in 1982 Pat Thane’s
Foundations of the welfare state (2nd ed., 1996)
injectedagenderedandcomparativeperspective.
Harris ably maintains this tradition by
incorporating into the well-known story not only
rich new historical detail but also quantitative
evidence and theoretical insights gained from
the social sciences. It may have taken longer
than the standard decade to produce but that is
because there is so much more to incorporate.
A crisis in both the welfare state and the
history profession has questioned the
fundamental nature of both.
Somecriticsmaycomplainthatthisbookisnot
as good a read as its predecessors. They may
question, for instance, why even the preface
requiresfivefootnotesandwhyCharlesWebster,
let alone some lesser historians, deserves as
many index references as Lloyd George. They
may also cavil at the density of the text and the
lack of any clear overarching theme. Such
criticisms, however, are unjustified. Social
policy by its very nature is complex. Simplicity
can therefore mislead. For instance, the ‘‘nuts
and bolts’’ of policy are often far more revealing
ofboththe underlyingpurposeand actual impact
of policy than its professed grand design.
Moreover, there is no justification, as in some
competing accounts, for policy areas to drop
from view when there is no dramatic new
legislation. Patients do not suddenly stop
being treated in the absence of new health
legislation. Significant if subtle shifts in the
implementation and financing of policy can
also occur. Harris presents the fuller and more
satisfying, if necessarily more complex, story.
The lack of an overarching theme presents
a bigger problem. Given the opening theoretical
chapters and the ‘‘restructuring’’ of the
welfare state since the 1970s, the bold question
might have been asked: how viable was the
‘‘mixed economy of welfare’’ in 1939 with its
apparent accommodation between state, market
and voluntary provision? Was this the natural
destination of the ‘‘welfare escalator’’ which
Victorian society boarded? Was excessive
centralization between 1945 and 1976 simply
an aberration caused by the temporary social
solidarity and faith in ‘‘big government’’
encouraged by the Second World War? The
adoption of such a theme, however, might
have slanted the selection and presentation of
evidence. That would have been unfortunate
since one of the book’s greatest strengths is its
comprehensive bibliography and the breadth
oftheevidence,bothqualitativeandquantitative,
which it deploys. It is indeed an ideal quarry
for others. No library should consequently be
without it. All welfare specialists should have it
as a reference tool and all serious students
should use it as both the grounding and a
stimulus for their research.
There are three discrete chapters on health
caresummarizingchangesinpolicyandpractice.
Clear, and often novel, quantitative evidence
covers principal health outcomes as well as
the varied provision of services by, and use of,
national health insurance and both voluntary and
municipal hospitals. Each chapter challenges
some conventional truths and provides a
stimulus for further thought. Such thoughts,
moreover, may be placed in the context of
other policy, if not political, developments
throughareadingofotherchapters.Thisbook,in
short, provides both a comprehensive
introduction to welfare policy and one further
reason why the temptation to write medical
history as if it were an academic ghetto
can be resisted.
Rodney Lowe,
University of Bristol and the Cabinet Office
Hera Cook, The long sexual revolution:
English women, sex, and contraception
1800–1975, Oxford University Press, 2004,
£35.00, pp. xiii, 412 (hardback 0-19-925239-4).
The long sexual revolution describes the
interlinked histories of sexual attitudes, sexual
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across the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
The premise of the work is that sexuality and
reproduction are intricately bound together:
beforethedevelopmentofartificialinsemination
techniques, heterosexual coitus was necessary
for reproduction to occur, and Hera Cook
argues that attitudes to sex have been shaped
to a considerable degree by the inevitability of
the economic and particularly the physical
effects of pregnancy, birth, breast-feeding and
child-rearing.
Through recourse to diaries, biographies, sex
manuals, and surveys, Cook argues that the
majority of couples in the eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries did not have access to
any form of effective direct method of birth
control, even coitus interruptus. Undoubtedly
some individuals were au fait with withdrawal,
but Cook argues that the typically English
reticence to discuss sexual practice, together
with poor effectiveness, meant that it was
unlikely to have been repeatedly re-discovered
or to have become popular. Abstinence and
abortion were therefore the only methods of
preventing unwanted children in this period.
When the industrial revolution enabled earlier
marriage and England was catapulted into an
unwanted increase in fertility, the fear of yet
another birth and the consequent economic
andphysicalcostsengenderedanegativeattitude
to intercourse among women and the more
widespread use of abstinence. The control of
fertilitythroughthecontrolofsexualdesireledto
a repressive sexual and emotional culture and
the establishment of a norm of low coital
frequency. Even when a wider range of more
effective contraception became available, most
methods were still too expensive, impractical
and embarrassing for the now prudish, sexually
inhibited female majority. Cook argues that in
general women still would have preferred to
avoid intercourse altogether, but compromise
with their husbands led to the establishment of
withdrawal as the dominant method of birth
control throughout the first half of the twentieth
century. ‘‘No sex please, we’re British’’
might have been an alternative title for this
volume.
Intheinter-wareratherelaxationofthesexual
regime andmorewidespread knowledgeofmore
effective contraception produced an increase in
coital frequency. This, together with earlier
marriage fostered by the favourable economic
climate, outweighed the advantages of
effective birth control, and led to an increase
in family sizes: Cook argues that this was a
final fling for Hajnal’s European marriage
system. It was only really the advent of the pill
in the 1960s which enabled the real sexual
revolution, effectively removing the risk of
pregnancy from intercourse and so divorcing
sex from any economic or social consequences.
In fact, Cook maintains that it was only the
pill which enabled the link between women’s
sexual activity and eventual marriage and
childbearing to be sundered, provoking the
more recent massive changes in family forms
and relations.
Capturing accurate and comparable data on
sexual practices and attitudes is notoriously
difficult, particularly for the past, but even
allowing for this, the book is still rather light
on concrete examples and statistics. Where
tables and graphs are provided they are often
inadequately titled and poorly explained.
Proof-reading could have been better: at least
two authors’ names were repeatedly mis-spelt
in the text or footnotes, but the images
conjured up by the erroneous reference to
‘‘Sexual Altitudes’’ (fn. 20, p. 326) are
worth it.
This is an ambitious and generally coherent
attempt to interweave changes in sexuality
and fertility, and an interesting and worthwhile
read. It does leave the implications for
traditional theories of fertility decline (such as
innovation, adjustment, and diffusion) for
others to contemplate, and its arguments rest
onanumberofdebatablepremises.Forexample,
if abstinence was an available mode of
behaviour, can it really be argued that coitus
interruptus was not? Were fertility strategies
really as conscious as portrayed? Could
the disinclination for intercourse among high
parity women be due to temporary exhaustion—
albeit child induced—rather than an overt
desire for no more children? Do all women
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all possible? There are plenty of other
interesting questions raised and the resulting
discussions among both demographers
and social historians should be eagerly
anticipated.
Alice Reid,
The Cambridge Group for the History of
Population and Social Structure
E A Heaman, St Mary’s: the history of a
London teaching hospital, Montreal,
McGill-Queen’s University Press, and
Liverpool University Press, 2003, pp. xxi,
519, illus., £30.00 (hardback 0-85323-968-1),
£15.00 (paperback 0-85323-978-9).
A major contribution to the literature of
medical institutional histories, E A Heaman’s
history of St Mary’s should be welcomed by
anyone interested in the development of medical
trainingandcareinGreatBritain,aswellasthose
concerned with how particular London hospitals
and schools have evolved. Heaman sets out her
agenda clearly, in the Introduction: ‘‘I wanted to
do more than to commemorate the school; I
wanted to identify the forces and influences that
led to its creation, that sustained and shaped it
over the years, and that made it unsustainable
at the end of the twentieth century’’ (p. xviii).
She has succeeded admirably.
The organization of Heaman’s account—a
smooth integration of a chronological with a
thematic approach—is apparent in the table of
contents. The five parts of the book
(‘Foundations’, ‘From the late Victorian
period to the First World War’, ‘The interwar
period’, ‘The rise of science’, and ‘St Mary’s
at the century’s end’) are well titled, and
numerous subtitles within chapters are good
signposts on a long and winding path. The list of
‘Figures and chart’ in the front matter is good to
have, but the absence of a comparable list of
photographs is unfortunate, especially in light of
the lavish use of illustrations. (A further
disappointment is the failure to give greater
detail in the photo captions. When was the old
physiology laboratory, shown on page 80,
photographed? And the picture of ‘Modern
surgery’ on page 436 desperately needs
fuller description.)
A central thread of the story is St Mary’s
adaptability. The titles of chapters 4 and 7
(‘The changing hospital’) in a way describe
the whole book, and there are frequent
reminders that ‘‘change’’ was a constant.
Heaman examines the institution from a
variety of angles, and although the book—
perhaps perforce—focuses largely on those
(male) figures who dominated St Mary’s
hospital and school in the early and middle years
(the story could not be told without detailed
attentiontoSirAlmrothWright;CharlesWilson,
Lord Moran; or Sir Alexander Fleming),
students and student life receive a reasonable
amount of attention. The unusual degree of
emphasis on athletics (especially in chapter 9,
‘Moran’s Mary’s’) helps explain what made
the culture of St Mary’s distinctive through
several decades. Some might want to argue that
women students and (later) staff do not get their
due, but given historic realities, Heaman has
done a fair job. Nurses and nursing also get
somewhat short shrift, as does the patient’s
perspective.
Anotherstrengthofthebookarethereminders
that historic events must be examined in context:
‘‘success or failure is no necessary proof of the
wrongness or rightness of any of these men or
their theories’’ (p. 123); ‘‘pathological lab work
...had begun to expand enormously before
Wright developed his vaccine therapy ....
Wright benefited from rather than initiated the
rise of the pathology lab’’ (p. 134). This book is
then, happily, no uncritical encomium of St
Mary’s or its central figures. Appropriately
enough,however,thereareoccasionalreferences
tosomethingorsomeonethatputStMary’sinthe
forefront: ‘‘During the early 1980s St Mary’s
became the first medical school to integrate
an attachment in general practice with the
pre-registration house jobs in medicine and
surgery’’ (p. 379).
The wider world of medical politics receives
good coverage, and Heaman supports well
her contention that ‘‘Health came to occupy
the mainstream of politics’’ (p. 191). What
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comes towards the end of the period covered,
in chapter 13.
No book is likely to escape the publishing
houseerrorfree;thisonehasitsowncrop—flaws
in orthography, grammar, and diction (e.g.,
on pp. 62, 299, 301, 329, 429, 439). The most
glaringmistakeisinRogerBannister’sotherwise
fine Foreword, when he refers to ‘‘America’s
greatmedicalschool,theMassachusettsInstitute
of Technology’’ (p. xi); MIT has never had a
medical school.
The author’s style is marred by occasional
overwriting: ‘‘[T]his chapter bears the unhappy
burden of conveying narrative inadequacy:
individual disciplines become alien and
incomprehensible to the general reader, and the
‘big picture’ becomes one of intellectual
incoherence’’ (p. 299). The author exhibits a
distracting fondness for abstract nouns
(‘‘representativity’’, p. xxi; ‘‘nursification’’,
p. 111; ‘‘contestation’’, p. 209) and sometimes
awkwarddiction;surelytherearesmootherways
to express what was an important shift in focus
at St Mary’s than ‘The school scientized’ (title
of chapter 11).
On the whole, however, the book not only is
easy to read but does what the author aimed to
do, namely make a contribution to existing
historiography ‘‘by insisting that no history of a
medical institution can be complete that does not
explore both the science and the politics of
medicine’’ (p. xx).
Constance Putnam,
Concord, Massachusetts
John A Kastor, Governance of teaching
hospitals: turmoil at Penn and Hopkins,
Baltimore and London, Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2004, pp. x, 356, illus.,
£40.00 (hardback 0-9018-7420-3).
If historical work on medical innovations to
date has demonstrated a consistently lagged
response among practitioners to scientific
revolutions, this book proves that the medical
profession is equally slow to respond to changes
in the managerial sciences. The primary focus of
this study of innovation is to determine the
factors that bring about, or even hinder, changes
in governance at medical schools and their
affiliated teaching hospitals. To address these
matters, John A Kastor, whose previous
books include a study of medical school mergers
in Boston, New York and California, focuses
on the academic medical centres of the
University of Pennsylvania and the Johns
Hopkins University, two institutions that
experienced dramatic change in governance
during the late 1990s.
As this chronology suggests, the book is a
work of contemporary history. Given the
nearness of these events to us, Kastor has spent
little time in archives and many more hours
interviewing hundreds of people who were
directly involved in the governance of these two
venerable medical schools. While several
points remain unresolved and even highly
contentious, in conclusion, Kastor identifies
three key factors that influenced changes in
governance at Penn and Hopkins, namely
structure, personality conflicts, and current
events.
The first section of this volume recounts the
rise, fall, and subsequent recovery of Penn,
America’sfirstmedicalschool.Inparticular,one
chapter records how the school’s CEO/Dean,
William Kelly, after spending millions of dollars
purchasing hospitals and healthcare practices in
what was one of America’s most lucrative
healthcare markets, coped with huge financial
losses following the expiration of an extremely
favourable Blue Cross contract and
implementation of Medicare’s Balanced Budget
Act adjustments. The second section deals
with events at Hopkins, where conflict between
James Block and Michael Johns, leaders of
the teaching hospitals and medical school
during the mid-1990s, devastated morale and
progress and forced a fundamental change in
governance at what remains one of America’s
most renowned medical centres. Finally, a
short conclusion outlines a number of
important lessons Kastor has distilled from
these two case studies.
Supreme among the book’s various ‘‘lessons’’
is the belief that success depends on people,
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At both Penn and Hopkins, much of the
turmoil resulted from the often acrimonious
relationships between senior staff, who
effectively paralysed their institutions during
their terms of appointment. The clashes between
Kelly and Penn University President Judy
Rodin and between Michael Johns and Jim
Block at Hopkins literally crippled their
respective institutions during the last decade.
Matters were made worse by the actions of
the schools’ respective boards. At Penn, the
board appears to have surrendered responsibility
for reviewing the decisions made by their
CEO/Dean. In particular, during Kelly’s initial
period of reorganization, members appear to
have spent little time analysing decisions before
approving a string of heavy investments, which,
in retrospect, provided little or no value to the
organization. In contrast, board members at
Hopkins were actively involved in reviewing all
major decisions affecting the medical school and
its associated teaching hospitals. Moreover, at
Hopkins, two boards existed: one provided
traditional oversight of the university, while
the other used a very corporate, ‘‘hands-on’’
approach to managing its hospital.
Successful management also involves
respecting any existing institutional culture, and,
according to Kastor, Penn and Hopkins have
historically possessed radically different
cultures. Penn was the more defensive, eager to
improve the school’s academic standing and
therefore willing to grant Kelly enormous power
and control as a reward for initially increasing
the school’s income. By comparison, Hopkins’s
culture was more conservative and featured
extensive checks and balances between its
hospital and school.
The turmoil at Penn and Hopkins finally
came to an end with the appointment of leaders
who, in marked contrast to Kelly and Block,
managed by consensus. Unlike their often
autocratic predecessors, the new governors of
these institutions have delegated responsibility
effectively and tolerated dissent.
Somemightarguethattheexperiencesofthese
two institutions are of limited interest. Each is a
unique institution, run by equally unique
individuals, operating in a unique marketplace;
or, as one academic states early in the
introduction, ‘‘If you’ve seen one medical
school, you’ve seen one medical school’’ (p. 1).
Nevertheless, this book deserves close attention
among a select readership, especially those
interested in academic medicine, including
managers of health care institutions, health
policy scholars and medical historians. Above
all, the volume contains a wealth of
information relating to two important American
medical schools undergoing significant
structural change. This alone should make the
work of considerable interest to historians, who
may one day wish to compare the oral testimony
collected by Kastor with information contained
in both institutions’ archives.
Jonathan Reinarz,
University of Birmingham
Penelope Hunting, The Medical Society of
London 1773–2003, London, Medical Society of
London, 2003, pp. xvi, 344, illus., £55.00
(þpostage) (hardback 0905082-35-00). Orders
to: Medical Society of London, 11 Chandos
Street, London W1G 9EG, UK.
The legacy of the Enlightenment is good
historical fodder these days. Ten-a-penny are
conferences, workshops and publications that
ponder the double-edged sword of reason, the
social control in the underbelly of science and
the disciplining power of humane institutions.
So pervasive is the Enlightenment in the
present it is possible to forget to ask whether
sometimes it is also just a folk memory, whether
its appearances and substance can be acted
out without its—and I thought I would never
use the word—Zeitgeist. The Medical Society of
London (MSL), the archetype of an
Enlightenment creation, might well have been
founded for a future historian to use as a
microcosm for demonstrating eighteenth-
century medical ideals and enterprise.
The MSL could also have persisted to the
presentday(whichitdoes)forthatsamehistorian
to explore apparent continuity of form over
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quite the task Penelope Hunting has set herself.
None the less, this admirably researched and
well-written book can be used to address these
questionsaswellastocelebratewhatisdescribed
by HRH The Duke of EdinburghintheForeword
as a ‘‘thriving professional body in the heart of
London’’ (p. xii).
The Society was founded in 1773 mainly on
the initiative of the Quaker physician John
Coakley Lettsom. From the first it was an
orthodox, medical broad church. Its membership
comprised apothecaries, surgeons and
physicians. The latter were primarily licentiates
of the London College and the ‘‘High Church’’
Oxbridge Fellows of the College were less in
evidence among the membership. In the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries case
reporting, epidemic disease, natural history,
medical education and teaching, military and
naval medicine, dispensary practice and
exploration busied the Society’s Fellows. Papers
were presented to them in rooms where a library
and museum were also housed. Besides being a
model Enlightenment medical institution, the
MSL was also home to the internal factionalism
of a profession without a clear identity. It was
ripped apart in its early years by medico-
chirurgical jousting for power. Lettsom’s status,
diplomacy and wealth did much to keep it
together.
Hunting gives a distinct sense of being
happiest in this era. She conveys a feeling for the
richness of her material without being able to
present more than a fraction of it. Her journey
through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries is
slightly more breathless. During this time the
Society remained eclectic in its membership
although as the profession consolidated it
becamedistinctlymorerespectableandlostsome
of the fox terrier qualities that graced its early
days.Fewwerethemedicaldignitarieswhohave
not been associated with it in the last 200 years.
A list of Presidents (appended) is a roll of
the great and good. Lister left the MSL
his library.
The late twentieth century brought into sharp
focus the issue of the role of a medical society
still in some indefinable sense committed to
Enlightenment values in a modern age. The
FellowsoftheSocietyhavebeenrightlyproudof
its fine library yet disposing of it was the
preferred solution to ensuring the institution’s
survival asaresearch forumand dining club.Yet
proud though the founders were of their books,
they comprised aworkinglibrary.Whatwas sold
was a heritage. The issue of continuity and
change could hardly have been more clearly
drawn.
This book provokes a number of interesting
historical questions which it has not been the
author’s task to address. For example, to what
extentdidtheMSLfunctionasaLondonmedical
club? Unlike Edinburgh, London’s University
was never a locus around which the medically
successful could congeal. Second, what were the
political relations between the elderly,
distinguished MSL and the upstart but chartered
Royal Society of Medicine? For the Fellows of
the MSL this volume is a handsome tribute to
their institution. For the historian, Hunting, by
her scrupulous chronicling and footnoting, has
indicated what a major, largely untapped,
archival resource the MSL still is. The author is
rarely in error but the painting of Lettsom at his
Grove Hill home could not have been sold to the
WellcomeTrustin1917(p.6).TheTrust(which,
incidentally, bought bulk of the MSL’s library)
was not established until 1936.
Christopher Lawrence,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL
IanFMcNeely,‘‘Medicineonagrandscale’’:
Rudolf Virchow, liberalism, and the public
health, Occasional Publication, No. 1, London,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of
Medicine at UCL, 2002, pp. 97, £10.00
(paperback 0-85484-082-6).
Rudolf Virchow is a seminal figure in the
emergence of modern medicine, whose iconic
status paradoxically has blocked a properly
historical understanding. Long-lived, he adopted
acriticalstancetowardsthedevelopmentofstate
medicine in Prussia, and complex issues arise
concerning public health, liberalism, and
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Virchowina-historicaltermsasa‘‘progressive’’.
McNeely in his succinct and carefully presented
account wisely cautions against this. He depicts
Virchowasaliberalsocialscientist,andexplores
the medical reform movement, the issue of
canalization of Berlin, and Virchow as a
parliamentarian. We see Virchow intent on
emancipating medicine from an increasingly
complex state, although here an important issue
is how academics and medically qualified
professionals found a niche within the state. This
is a pithy and lucidly written account, and the
author has made a serious effort to interpret the
political significance of the medical reform
movement.
What we have is a useful updating of
Ackerknecht’s 1953 biography (the transition
fromtheauthorofthe1932papertotheColdWar
imprinted biography would itself merit a full-
scalebiography).Yettherearesomedarkersides
meriting analysis, which detract from Virchow’s
progressivism. Robert Remak (not mentioned in
the index, but appearing on page 22) merits
significanceintermsofhisscientificrivalrywith
Virchow, and neither Remak’s champion Bruno
Kisch nor Hans-Peter Schmiedebach figure. Nor
is an effort made to explore the political
implications of Virchow’s anthropology. Here, I
recommend Constantin Goschler’s definitive
biography of Virchow. McNeely reaches the
somewhat paradoxical conclusion that Virchow
was elitist but anti-authoritarian.
Paul Weindling,
Oxford Brookes University
CharlesMGood,Thesteamerparish:therise
and fall of missionary medicine on an African
frontier, University of Chicago Press, 2004,
pp. xx, 487, illus., $30.00, £21.00 (paperback
0-226-30282-2)
The portrait offered by Charles Good of the
fates of the S.S. Chauncy Maples and the
S.S. Charles Janson, wood-burning steamers
upon which were built the fortunes of the
Universities Mission to Central Africa (UMCA)
in the Diocese of Nyasaland, exemplifies many
of the contradictions of European colonialism in
nineteenth- and twentieth-century Africa.
Focusing on the socio-spatial ramifications
of a novel transport technology, Good’s elegant
presentation unearths the tatters and the self-
proclaimed glories of empire from the service
history of a now-dilapidated hulk. Generously
embracing both the poignancy of an ill-starred
enterprise, and the blinkered obstinacy
contributing to its eventual obsolescence, Good
elaborates a thematic agenda no historian of
medical mission can well ignore.
Atfirstglance,itmayseemstrangethatawork
devoting so much space and energy to the
vicissitudes of mission transportation on Lake
Malawi could purport to be a history of
missionary medicine. However, in rapidly
asserting that the history of medical mission is
not primarily ‘‘about’’ medicine, and in
contextualizing his presentation by means of a
carefully reasoned depiction of missionary
penetration with regard to local political
economies, lacustrine ecology, and African
philosophiesofhealthandillness,Goodobviates
the need to ground his enquiries with respect to
an epidemiological ‘‘baseline’’. Though he
covers such material extensively as his argument
develops, it is the attuned sensitivity to place
which gives this work its distinctive character.
In considering the effects of social, economic,
political and technical processes on populations
and communities across Africa, historians
have tended to assume that such processes act
more or less equally across a given territory or
selected area of analysis. The salience of these
disciplinary habits emerge more clearly when
contrasted with the concerns of geographers.
Good makes explicit the links between the cost
of maintaining a steamer and its drain on a
poorly-resourced mission, the resulting need to
use such a technological resource efficiently and
effectively, the impact of local provisioning, site
security(inthecontextofongoingslave-raiding),
and mooring on the development of the mission
field, and the ramifications of technology for the
politics of race, employment, education and
medicine. Consequently, the exigencies driving
medicalmission,andthepracticalitiesrelegating
it among the overall concerns of evangelists
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interactions.
For the historian of medical mission, this
represents a fundamental shift in sensibility, the
subtleties of which are perhaps best exemplified
in Good’s commentary on Terence Ranger’s
1981 essay on UMCA medical mission in
Tanzania. Demonstrating how an aetiology
recognizing human agency as a prime cause of
illness could supplement, and persist alongside,
biomedical models of disease causation in the
social contexts of colonial and post-colonial
Africa, even given the constraints placed on
UMCA medical mission by financial and
personnel difficulties, its insistence on celibacy
among European staff, and an intentional policy
ofoverextensionofitsmissionsurroundingLake
Malawi, Good challenges and complements
Ranger’s arguments, suggesting that issues
internal to mission culture, contributing to its
spatialextensionandcharacter,mightwellshape
medical pluralism in Africa as much as a
purported ‘‘passive resistance to
‘biomedicalisation’’’ (p. 309).
Some issues with the presentation of the
volume detract from its otherwise exemplary
nature. Curiously, for instance, no distinction is
made among illustrations between maps,
photographs, and plans, all listed under the
heading ‘‘figures’’: a more comprehensive and
clearer map of place names might also have
facilitatedthereadingofatextwhichsocarefully
alternates thematic and chronological narrative.
Arguments regarding climate, lakeshore levels,
and topographical isolation of stations would
havebenefitedfromrelevantmaps;amongthese,
the lack of a relief map is perhaps the most
significant oversight. From the perspective
of a non-geographer, if only to underline the
distinctiveness of a geographic approach to
the history of mission, it might help to indicate
the intellectual heritage of terms such as
‘‘landscape’’ and ‘‘topology’’ with the care
expended on explicating the use of the term
‘‘frontier’’. These minor quibbles do not detract
fromanotherwiseprecise,sympathetic,detailed,
and original depiction of the internal
contradictions implied in the workings of an
evangelical mission involved in medical
provision in societies suffering the rapacities
of political instability and unfettered imperial
capitalism.
John Manton,
Wellcome Unit for the History of Medicine,
University of Oxford
Kavita Philip, Civilising natures: race,
resources andmodernityincolonial SouthIndia,
New Perspectives in South Asian History,
Hyderabad, Orient Longman, c.2003, pp. xi,
305, US$ 38.30 (hardback 81-250-2586-3).
It is only fair to the readers of Medical History
to begin this review by saying that this book
touches lightly upon the field of medical history.
What it does, however, is to address a number
of issues with relevance to the history of colonial
medicine.Civilising naturesinvestigatestherole
of science incolonial India, withparticular focus
on the scientific management of forests and the
tribal people living there. It includes chapters on
forestry, plantation management, ethnography
and—althoughnotscientificintheusualsenseof
the word—missionary activities. A chapter on
medicine would have fitted easily into the
account. The analyses are limited to South India
and the Nilgiri Hills in particular, but one of
the strengths of the book is that the broader
colonial framework is constantly present in the
analyses. Another strength is that the author
insists that discourses must be analysed in
connection with specific social practices and
generally succeeds in doing so.
Drawing on a wealth of different material,
primarily little known printed reports dug up
from the Tamil Nadu State Archives, Civilising
natures offers a number of interesting insights. It
shows, for instance, how the natives are
sometimes seen as part of nature and sometimes
as a threat to the proper management of
nature. It also shows how local knowledge is
appropriated and transformed by colonial
science, a theme well known from the history of
colonial medicine. Particularly fruitful is the
concept of ‘‘mixed modernity’’, which refers to
the fact that ‘‘modern’’scientific managementof
forests and plantations required the
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of ‘‘pre-modern’’ hierarchies and labour
relations.
Rich in specific observations, Civilising
natures is not, however, a coherent book. This is
readily admitted by the author, who states that
‘‘Each chapter ...takes on a different slice of
colonial histories of nineteenth and early-
twentieth-century science in India’’ (p. 7) and
presentsheraimas‘‘tounravelmanylittlestories
that are often lost in the more well known big
histories of nationalism’’ (p.13). Consequently,
the introduction and the second chapter appear a
bit flimsy. Four core chapters follow, each
addressing one of the scientific fields mentioned
above. Of these four chapters the first two—on
forestry and plantations—are highly interesting.
The third—on ethnography—is both much
longer and less interesting. I have two objections
to this chapter. First, the question raised (‘‘how
was the native constructed as an object of
scientificknowledge?’’,p.141)hasalready been
addressed in so many studies of colonial
ethnography. Second, the chapter has a tendency
to loose focus by including general discussions
of,forinstance,JamesMillandKarlMarx,which
tell us nothing new. Fortunately, the author is
backontherighttrackinthechapterdealingwith
missionary activities among tribals in South
India. It is convincingly argued that religion and
science were only superficially opposed in their
attitudetowardsthenative,astheybothsoughtto
sedentarise people in order to control them and
valued ‘‘the upstanding, hardworking citizen of
anindustrialnationasopposedtotheuncivilised,
lazy non-western native’’ (p. 215). The final
chapter brings in a global perspective through an
interesting reading of the transplantation of the
cinchona tree, used in the production of anti-
malarial drugs, from the Andes to the Nilgiri
Hills. In this way, something resembling ‘‘real’’
medical history appears towards the end of the
book. Still, Civilising natures is primarily
relevant to historians of medicine because it
offers an inspiring approach to the relation
between science and empire.
Niels Brimnes,
University of Aarhus
Diana Wyndham, Eugenics in Australia:
striving for national fitness, London, The Galton
Institute, 2003, pp. xv, 406, £5.00 (paperback
0-9504066-7-8).
The importance of eugenics in immigration,
Aboriginal and public health policies is a subject
of recurring interest in Australian history. Joy
Damousi devoted her first issue as editor of
Australian Historical Studies in October 2002 to
the themes of race, migration, eugenics, purity
and progressivism. Its contributors, and
chroniclers of the history of public health in
Australia, notably Michael Roe and Milton
Lewis, have suggested factors which gave
eugenics in Australia its particular shape.
Federation of the separate colonial states
facilitated a national approach to public health,
especially for infectious diseases, and this
included an emphasis on the health of visitors
and immigrants. The constant perceived threat
of invasion meant there was a need to settle
tropicalAustralia.Inadditiontherewasthebelief
that Australians, particularly children, were
and should be stronger and healthier than
populations in the Northern Hemisphere.
Whether early-twentieth-century Aboriginal
policy was eugenic or not is currently being
debated. It has been argued that policies of the
absorptionofAboriginesarecountertoeugenics.
In Eugenics in Australia, adapted from her
PhD thesis, Diana Wyndham states that her aims
were to show that fears about the declining
birth rate early in the twentieth century led to
the acceptance of eugenics; that the movement,
although derivative, had distinctive qualities;
and that eugenics had a strong influence on the
development of health services, especially
family planning and public health.
Opening with the most important issue of all,
she discusses the impact on the gene pool of
colonists and Aborigines and the dilemma of
whether the tropical north should be settled by
Aborigines, immigrants from neighbouring
countries or white Australians; this includes a
discussion of the White Australia policy. This
rather oddly structured book then continues with
biographies of four eugenicists, selected to fit a
classification developed by historian Geoffrey
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‘‘strong’’ eugenicist and a pioneer in sex
education. John Charles Eldridge was a ‘‘weak’’
eugenicist with radical political views who
promoted positive and environmental eugenics.
Lillian Elizabeth Goodisson, a ‘‘medical’’
eugenicist (with a syphilitic husband), was the
stalwart secretary of the Racial Hygiene
Association of New South Wales, which became
the modern Family Planning Association. Henry
Twitchen was a wealthy landowner in Western
Australia, whom she classifies as a ‘‘career’’
eugenicist. Wyndham reveals, citing the
Aboriginal author Sally Morgan’s best selling
book,Myplace(1987),thatTwitchenhadaclose
relationship with Morgan’s destitute
grandmother, Alison Drake-Brockman, who
petitioned unsuccessfully to the executor of his
will for an allowance. His fortune went to the
Eugenics Education Society in London.
The discussion of organized eugenics which
followsiscomprehensiveandbasedonextensive
research using primary sources. Wyndham is
prepared to be more interpretative here than
elsewhereinthebook.SheshowshowAustralian
eugenicists were few in number, isolated from
each other, the international movement and to
some extent other scientists. This led to at best a
lack of co-operation, and at worst destructive
in-fighting, as occurred between the Racial
Hygiene Association of New South Wales
and the Eugenics Society of Victoria.
This fact-packed book then returns to
describing how themes common to eugenics
around the world played out in Australia. A
chapter on boosting the population shows there
was concern about relying on immigration for
population growth. In Australia, as in the home
country, there was concern about degeneracy;
however, Wyndham suggests that in Australia
fear of an underclass was much less a factor than
in Britain. She also makes the point that in
Australia negative eugenics was much less
developed than internationally. Although there
were some practices in some government
services aimed at eliminating the unfit, no laws
were passed.
Intermsofherstatedaimsthisbookprovidesa
convincingaccountofhowthedesiretopopulate
thenewcountrywasinfluentialintheacceptance
of eugenics. Wyndham shows that eugenics in
Australia was derivative, but distinctive.
However, this idea could have been developed
more conclusively. With regard to her important
proposition that eugenics was influential in the
development of the Australian health services,
Wyndham relies heavily on the field of family
planning, the subject of her previous book, and
neglects the history of eugenics in public health.
Niki Ellis,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL
Elof Axel Carlson, Mendel’s legacy:
the origin of classical genetics, Cold Spring
Harbor, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press,
2004, pp. xix, 332, illus., US$45.00 (hardback
0-87969-675-3).
According to many commentators the
twenty-first century will be the age of genetic
medicine. This is often regarded as the spill-over
of genetics to the life sciences and into medical
and public domains. It is therefore of special
interest that the American geneticist and
historianofscienceElofAxelCarlsonpresentsus
with a detailed history of classical genetics from
the rediscovery of Mendelism in 1900 to the
genesis of molecular biology and the DNA-
model in the 1950s.
In this study, the author brings along his own
background as a former pupil and biographer of
one of the protagonists of the story, Nobel prize
winnerHermannJMuller.Carlsonstartsoutwith
the development of evolution theories, cytology,
embryology, chromosome theories, plant and
animal breeding, and Mendelism in the
nineteenth century. He resolutely opposes any
attempt to explain science in sociological,
political, or historical contexts. In his
presentation, the history of classical genetics is a
history of ‘‘winning the facts’’ by the use of
scientific experiments. This perspective enables
him to give us a straightforward story, beginning
with Thomas Hunt Morgan’s classical fruit fly
experiments at Columbia University. Carlson
spices his story with biographical detail and
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and politics of science. He does emphasize the
importance of an institutional context: the
twentieth-century American university system
with its strict division between the life sciences
and medicine. In Carlson’s view this enabled
American biology, unencumbered by older
traditions, to develop reductionist experimental
approaches and become top in the field
internationally. A deeper exploration of this
thesismighthavebeenprofitable.AsEvelynFox
Keller has suggested, in classical genetics the
gene became the, and not a basis for life. In this
sense we could view classical genetics more
profitably as the winning of some, and not
the facts.
By erecting strict boundaries between science
and the public sphere, the author limits the
significance of his exercise. This is particularly
evident in the last part of the volume, where he
briefly discusses some of the ways in which
geneticiststookuppositionsinpublicarenas:the
eugenics movement, Lysenkoism, the Cold War
radiation controversy. He laments how science
became unscientifically applied to public
controversies. However, this argument fails to
address rather important historical questions
about the genesis and dynamics of these seminal
public movements and controversies, and limits
our understanding of the participants in these
controversies. For instance, to the participants in
the eugenics movement the boundaries between
science and public affairs were obviously not as
clear-cut as is presented in the author’s
perspective.
Carlson justifiably writes that classical
genetics has had a profound effect inshaping our
understanding of life (p. 2). But the reductionist
perspective of classical genetics has from its
beginning been in competition with other, more
flexible concepts of heredity, as well as with
environmental ideologies. This competition has
never had a final outcome. What exactly the
effect of classical genetics on our understanding
of life has been, not only in the life sciences
but also in medicine and the public domain, is
an important new area of historical research,
but falls outside the scope of Carlson’s
perspective.
Despite these limitations Carlson’s volume
presents a welcome addition to the still small
bodyofhistoricalliteraturedealingwithgenetics
and its implications for the life sciences.
Stephen Snelders,
VU-University Medical Centre,
Amsterdam
Milo Keynes, A W F Edwards, and Robert
Peel (eds), A century of Mendelism in human
genetics: proceedings of a symposium organised
by the Galton Institute and held at the Royal
Society of Medicine, London, 2001, Boca Raton
and London, CRC Press, 2004, pp. ix, 161,
US$84.95 (hardback 0-415-32960-4).
This book has an attractive title for anyone
interestedinhistoricalaspectsofhumangenetics,
but when I saw from the subtitle that it
representedtheproceedingsofasymposiumheld
three years earlier, I began tohave doubts, which
close reading unfortunately confirmed.
Most of the chapters in the later section
(geneticsafter1950)areshortandmayhavebeen
good lectures, but are not historical in approach
or content, and add little new or relevant for a
published volume. The earlier part though, is
more consistently interesting. The chapters by
Michael Bulmer on Galton’s law of ancestral
inheritance and that on the biometricians and
Mendeliansby EileenMagnellocontainmaterial
thatwillcertainlyinteresthistoriansandarefully
referenced. Newton Morton’s chapter on linkage
and allelic association, placed in the post-1950
section, gives a valuable account from the
perspective of someone involved throughout
the past fifty years, and dovetails well with the
chapter by Anthony Edwards, entitled
‘Mendelism and man’, covering the period up
to the Second World War. While informally
structured, this chapter contains a number of
valuable insights on the beginnings of genetic
linkage studies in man, which were new to me at
least, and which could form the starting point for
further study. The same is true for the comments
on the Medical Research Council Human
Genetics committee, another unexplored area
historically.
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quality and content, by comparison with the
standards of previous volumes issued by the
Galton Institute. The several valuable chapters
might have been better placed and more
accessibleasreviewpapersinjournalssincethey
will not be read by many who would find them
interesting. The conference organizers should
perhaps have been content to have held a useful
conference, or to have planned a more coherent
book from the outset.
Peter S Harper,
Institute of Medical Genetics, Cardiff
Thomas H Weller, Growing pathogens in
tissue cultures: fifty years in academic tropical
medicine, pediatrics, and virology, Science
History Publications for Boston Medical
Library, 2004, pp. xi, 291 (hardback 0-88135-
380-9).
Readers of this autobiography are likely to
be virologists and historians of virology and
biology who will already be familiar with the
biomedicalachievementsofThomasHWeller—
and he is not a man to hide his light under the
proverbial bushel. The tissue culture method
developed by John F Enders, Frederick C
Robbins and Weller, which was subsequently
used for the propagation of polio virus, was
indeed a great step forward in experimental
virology; and it ultimately proved to be of
decisive importance for the development, by
JonasSalkandbyAlbertSabin,ofpoliovaccines
in the 1950s.
Less well known is what Weller calls ‘My
Growing Role in Academic Tropical
Medicine’(p. 181), which covers his years of
teaching comparative pathology and tropical
medicineinanewDepartmentofTropicalPublic
Health established at the Harvard School of
Public Health, where in 1954 he became
StrongProfessorandChairofTropicalMedicine.
Shortly afterwards Weller received, jointly with
Enders and Robbins, that year’s Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine for their ‘‘discovery of
the ability of the poliomyelitis viruses to grow in
tissue cultures’’ (p. 91).
Leading up to the final results with polio
viruses, Weller describes early work with
isolation of a number of other viruses of
importance by tissue culture techniques, from
human tissue culture in flasks, to the roller-tube
techniques eventually chosen. The viruses
studied included the varicella-zoster virus, the
rubella virus, and the human cytomegaloviruses
and their congenital effects. Then, in 1947,
Coxsackie viruses became important to Weller’s
story during an outbreak in Boston of an
‘‘unusual febrile and very painful illness’’. In a
rare historical reference to early events, the
reader is told that ‘‘The illness had been
described in Iceland by Jo ´n Finsen in 1856 under
the term ‘pleurodynia’ and later acquired other
descriptivenamesthatincluded‘devil’sgrip’and
‘epidemic benign dry pleurisy’ ’’ (p. 46). Apart
from mention of Finsen’s name, references here
aremostlytoAmericannamesandwork,withno
attention paid to other early work across the
Atlantic—nor even toanoutbreak inthe USA, in
June 1888, around Charlottesville and the
University of Virginia.
Those missing historical facts are listed in the
classic work Den Bornholmske Syge myalgia
epidemica, by Ejnar Sylvest, written following
an outbreak of the disease in Denmark only
fifteen years before the one in Boston, and
published in Copenhagen in both Danish (1933)
andEnglish(1934).Weller’ssectiononthestudy
concludes with a characteristic paragraph:
‘‘Looking back at our studies on epidemic
pleurodynia, it is clear that if we had used
suckling mice that were two days old instead of
ten days old, we would have isolated the
Coxsackie viruses before Dalldorf [1948], and
they would now have a different name. A
difference of eight days resulted in failure. Our
work, however, stands as the first virologic and
immunologic studies on an epidemic of
pleurodynia’’ (p. 48). Here and elsewhere, the
author is very keen on priority issues.
Notsurprisingly,theworkonpoliovirusesand
the award of the 1954 Nobel Prize in Physiology
or Medicine form a central part of this
autobiography. Weller’s reflections on the
accompanying ceremonies in Stockholm and
associated events elsewhere, and even Vatican
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similar reflections by other Nobel laureates,
richly illustrated as they are.
Nearly a third of the book is devoted to
Weller’s experiences and achievements in
tropical medical research. The blurb tells us that
he ‘‘organized studies of tropical diseases, and
the training of physicians and other health
professionals in the field of tropical diseases’’—
what he himself refers to as ‘Developing
Young Scientists’—during population-based
studies of schistosomiasis and Chagas’ disease.
In spite of clinical descriptions of these
diseases, there are again no historical
references. Even in the case of Schistosoma
mansoni, with the well-known diagram of its
life-cycle, there is no mention anywhere of
either Patrick Manson or Robert Leiper and
their lives’ work on the disease, conducted in
the early decades of the twentieth century at
Manson’s pioneer School of Tropical Medicine
in London, and in Egypt during the First World
War. The only reference to the School in the
book’s index and text is in connection with the
‘Harvard–Wellcome Brazil Project’—according
to Weller a success at the Harvard end, with the
establishment of a field station in Salvador,
Brazil, but less so in the case of the London
School. The latter partial failure may be
ascribed to ‘‘local academic politics in
Brazil’’, which had become only too evident
to Weller and to the project administrator,
one Dr Richard Morrow, on their first arrival
there. University politics also included a
language problem, manifest in anti-Pan
American Health Organization attitudes,
largely because senior PAHO representatives
assigned there spoke only Spanish and no
Portuguese—a not unusual problem in
Latin-American politics.
Some readers may feel rather overwhelmed
by the personal style of this book. The number
of paragraphs, and even sentences, beginning
with ‘‘I’’ almost defy counting—but then this
is after all an autobiography, and the author
has been involved in a wide variety of
important biomedical experiments that deserve
recognition over a long lifetime. His
reminiscences should provide inspiration for
coming generations in clinical and experimental
medicine.
Lise Wilkinson,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL
Willem de Ble ´court and Cornelie Usborne
(eds), Cultural approaches to the history of
medicine: mediating medicine in early modern
and modern Europe, Basingstoke, Palgrave
Macmillan, 2004, pp. xxiii, 241, £50.00
(hardback 1-4039-1569-5).
Moving away from outmoded theories of
‘‘medical imperialism’’, this collection seeks
to reconstruct the ‘‘complex web of
communications and re-configurations’’ in
medical history. Addressing issues as diverse as
heart dissection, masturbation, animal care,
hermaphroditism and orthopaedics, in Europe
between the 1600s and the present, it uses the
concept and role of ‘‘mediation’’ to explore
theoriesofsicknessandhealing. Asidentifiedby
Roy Porter’s foreword, the contributors seek to
isolate the meanings of medical knowledge and
expectations, rather than relying on filter-down
or Foucauldian approaches to the development
of modern medicine. Each of the essays claims
to offer images of medical knowledge and
practice that are more ‘‘rich’’, ‘‘complex’’ or
‘‘comprehensive’’ than those currently in vogue.
The eclectic range of subjects studied is
promising, though its successes are mixed.
Several contributors focus on ‘‘mediation’’ in
terms of the construction and circulation of
medicalknowledgebetweentextsandaudiences,
andbetween patients, practitioners andthe wider
community. Thus Louise Hill Curth draws
parallels between human and animal medical
theory and treatment to demonstrate the
importance of ‘‘one medicine’’ in the humoral
tradition. Micheline Louis-Courvoisier and
S  e everine Pilloud, and Michael Stolberg use
the extensive archival resources of the Genevan
doctor Samuel Auguste Tissot. The former
contributors focus on the formal and contextual
composition of the letters and examine the social
embeddedness of healing concepts. Michael
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themes of ‘‘popularization’’ and ‘‘public
understanding’’ that have become so central to
medical history. Yet the stated aim of Stolberg’s
piece—to understand the impact of medical
advice literature on the lay readership, rather
than simply taking for granted that ‘‘dominant
medical discourse will automatically be
accepted’’—is surely a standard objective of
modern medical history research.
A more promising approach to letters is
suggested by Alfons Zarzoso’s account of lay
decisions over medical care and treatment in
eighteenth-century Catalonia. That self-
medication and advice from relatives and friends
was commonplace during the period is
well-known. Less extensively studied is the
vocabulary of afflictions, and the
accommodation of illness and disease within a
specific socio-economic and political climate.
In letters attributing disease to the localized
impact of French Revolutionary disruption,
rumour and fear became vocabularies for the
transmission of disease theories.
Theremainingessaysfocusmoreexplicitlyon
the problems of competing truth-claims and
the limits of medical authority. Yarrah Bar-On
draws on the memoirs of Louise Bourgeois to
explore the functioning of medical knowledge as
a form of ‘‘gossip’’. Claims to (and the limits of )
medical certainty is also addressed by Palmira
Fontes da Costa and Constance Malpas. Logie
Barrow’s story of nineteenth-century English
vaccination shows how debates over medical
authority did not take place in a vacuum,
being embedded in (or mediated by?) wider
political and social debates. This was no less so
in earlier times, as illustrated by Catrien
Santing’s article on the heart in Counter-
Reformation Italy.
TheremainingarticlesbyHeraCookandToin
Pieters on twentieth-century issues highlight the
conflicts between individual desires for health-
(or self-)improvement, and available medico-
scientific resources. Each writer shows how the
medical world responds with varying degrees of
success to the needs and demands of the lay
public. We are back to the theme of community
participation in the world of the sick. In the
modern age, however, that means taking account
of, and using, a global media amidst the hum of
rising public expectations about medical ability
and advance.
The revision of concepts like ‘‘mediation’’ is
doubtless important to the expansion of meaning
in medical history. It draws attention to what
Zarzoso calls ‘‘medical pluralism’’, and the
historically-complex rituals of medical
knowledge and practice. Yet the theoretical
potential of ‘‘mediation’’ remains uncertain.
Although the editors try to stabilize the
term by focusing on the themes of
transmission and reconciliation, its potential
for generalization arguably disrupts influence
and agency.
Fay Bound,
Centre for the History of Science,
Technology and Medicine, Manchester
Franck Collard and E ´velyne Samama
(eds), Mires, physiciens, barbiers et
charlatans. Les marges de la me ´decine de
l’Antiquite ´ au XVI
e si  e ecle, Langres, Dominique
Gue ´niot, 2004, pp. 178, D22.90 (paperback
2-87825-277-2).
The University of Reims has recently
embarked upon a series of meetings to examine
social aspects of medicine in the pre-modern
period from Classical Antiquity down to the
seventeenth century. Earlier volumes have
looked at ideas on contagion, and on the actual
practiceofmedicine,whetherinsurgeryorinthe
treatment of poisons. The third meeting was
devoted to the margins of medicine, to the
relationship between those who called
themselves (or were called) doctors and those
who might be termed leeches, barbers, and
even charlatans.
This is a wide theme, well suited to a
comparison between different societies and
medical cultures. So, for instance, there are
papers on sixteenth-century Mexico (Bernard
Grunberg) and fourteenth- and fifteenth-century
Milan (Marilyn Nicoud), alongside very detailed
examination of specific authors such as Cicero
(Sophia Conte), Scribonius Largus, fl. AD 47
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Byzantine doctor, Alexander of Tralles (Alessia
Guardasole). The editors contribute very
different pieces. Franck Collard studies the
career of Jean de Grandville, whose failure in
1391 to cure Amadeus VII of Savoy resulted in
accusations of murder. E ´velyne Samama, by
contrast, looks at the difficulties of deciding
whether a healer in Hippocratic times was
competent or not. Her discussion overlapped
with a paper by Ve ´ronique Boudon, on doctors
and charlatans at Rome, which appeared instead
in the Revue des Etudes Grecques, 2003, 116:
109–31.Itsabsenceistoberegretted,fornotonly
does Galen, as Boudon shows, set the agenda for
subsequent discussion of the distinction between
medics and charlatans (a term that does not
strictly appear at all in the period covered by
these essays), but he provides many vignettes of
medical activity at a variety of levels. Boudon’s
exposition of the variety of terms used by Galen
to classify lesser practitioners is also more
extensive and more subtle than Samama’s.
There are many useful observations. Both
Scribonius and Alexander record what might be
termed magical or marginal recipes far more
often against chronic conditions, such as
epilepsy, than against acute. The fluctuating
boundary between acceptability and non-
acceptability is neatly exemplified by
Guardasole’s discussion of ‘Natural remedies’
(Physika).Howasingleunluckycasecouldenda
flourishing career is nicely shown by Collard,
although he could have said more about
aristocratic uses of ‘‘irregular’’ practitioners, for
there is considerable doubt as to whether
Grandville had a university degree.
But there are also many opportunities missed.
Only Nicoud really sets out the legal and
institutional background of the healers she
discusses, a task also attempted by Grunberg,
although from a much thinner base. But even
Nicoud, in what is the best paper, fails to set
Milan into a wider context of Italian and other
intellectualdevelopments.Thisisagreatpity,for
the simplistic questions that are here raised
can hardly be resolved on the basis of one city or
one author. The editors’ very brief introduction,
which does little more than repeat the titles of
the chapters, is a disappointment, for one might
have expected bigger questions to be raised
here—the validity of any distinction between
higher and lower practitioners, the varieties of
therapies on offer, the effects of guilds,
universities, and even official examinations, and
so on. The differences between Greece and
Rome,ontheonehand,andthelaterMiddleAges
and Renaissance, on the other, would have been
worth much more detailed exploration than
they receive here. The absence of an index also
prevents an easy comparison between topics
discussed many pages apart.
Publications of conference papers are always
difficult to judge. Here, although the individual
papers are of a reasonable standard, they do
not form (or are not formed into) a coherent
wholethatisgreaterthanthesumofitsparts.This
is a pity, for the choice of speakers offered an
opportunity for an innovative cross-cultural
comparison on a theme that is relevant even to
medical practice today.
Vivian Nutton,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL
Luis Garcı ´a-Ballester, Galen and Galenism:
theoryandmedicalpracticefromAntiquitytothe
European Renaissance, ed. Jon Arrizabalaga,
Montserrat Cabre ´, Lluı ´s Cifuentes, Fernando
Salmo ´n, Variorum Collected Studies series,
Aldershot, Ashgate, 2003, pp. xii, 332, £57.50
(hardback 0-86078-846-6).
This is the second volume of collected essays
by Luis Garcı ´a-Ballester, the renowned Spanish
scholarinthefieldofthehistoryofmedicinewho
died towards the end of 2000. In some ways,
however, it looks backwards from the first
(Medicine in a multicultural society: Christian,
Jewish and Muslim practitioners in the Spanish
kingdoms, 1222–1610, also published by
Ashgate), opening as it does with four articles on
the classical roots of the medieval medical world
that was more particularly his domain.
It is the figure ofGalen, the most influential of
ancient medical thinkers and writers, who is the
focus of this quartet. A new English version of a
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originally produced by Garcı ´a-Ballester to
introduce a Spanish translation of Galen’s major
treatise On the affected parts (De locis affectis),
joinssuchwell-established essaysasthat‘Onthe
origin of the ‘‘six non-natural things’’ in Galen’.
ThenmattersmoveonfromGalenhimself,tothe
medicalsystembuiltoutofhisideasandwritings
in the medieval West; and seven essays are
dedicated to tracing and analysing these
developments. Indeed, it is in many ways
changes within these intellectual currents, and
their institutional setting and professional
involvements, that are of particular interest, as
articles on ‘The new Galen’, and ‘The
construction of a new form of learning and
practising medicine in medieval Latin Europe’
indicate. Away from these pretty well-known
and influential discussions, there are two essays
(in Spanish) on medieval debates on fevers, and
other pieces on medical teaching and the
circulation of Arabic medical manuscripts in
Spain, the former rendered into English for the
first time.
The book is completed by a full (and very
impressive) bibliography of Garcı ´a-Ballester’s
publications, and a welcome index of persons,
texts, places and institutions. There are, it has
to be said, some problems with the English, the
typography, and the general presentation of the
volume; but such a collection is valuable none
the less. It brings together in a thematic manner
essays by a prominent scholar from a wide range
of sources, some more accessible than others.
Rebecca Flemming,
King’s College London
Julie Laskaris, The art is long: On the sacred
disease and the scientific tradition, Studies in
Ancient Medicine, vol. 25, Leiden
and Boston, Brill, 2002, pp. ix, 172, D69.00,
US$81.00 (hardback 90-04-12152-8).
On the sacred disease has traditionally been
seen as an example of rational, secular medical
thought, diametrically opposed to magico-
religious practices and superstition. Julie
Laskaris argues instead that the work ‘‘is best
understood as a sophistic protreptic speech that
was meant to demonstrate its author’s superior
understanding and treatment of that disease for
thepurposeofattractingstudentsandaclientele’’
(p.2).Laskarisproposes‘‘anewanalyticmodel’’
through which to interpret the text (p. 6). This
analysis, which she acknowledges owes much to
Karl Popper, involves placing the text in its
intellectualtradition.Thisisfollowedbyasurvey
of modern scholarship on ancient medicine,
which tells the historian of medicine nothing
new, but is useful for others. Chapter 1 provides
an excellent overview of early healers, the
transmission of medical knowledge, and the
important subject of religious healing. Chapter 2
summarizes On the sacred disease and discusses
its early and modern receptions. For all its
supposed importance as a harbinger of scientific
medicine, the text was not highly regarded in
antiquity. Its fame is a nineteenth-century
construct. In Chapter 3, Laskaris argues clearly
that On the sacred disease should be read as a
sophistic protreptic speech. Chapter 4 examines
how humoral physiology and its imbalance are
used by the author to account for the disease.
The length of these humoral explanations are
driven, according to Laskaris, by ‘‘competition
with the magico-religious healers’’ (p. 131).
Were it not so then ‘‘the author ...would surely
have been inclined to make his own account
as simple and unified as possible’’ (p. 133).
This is an interesting, but speculative point.
Laskaris maintains that the strongly
argumentative style of texts such as On the
sacred disease and On ancient medicine reflects
either an inability or an unwillingness to offer
alternative therapies to those provided by
magico-religious healers. Because of such
constraints, ‘‘polemical rhetoric was ineffect the
only avenue left to secular practitioners to
demonstrate their superiority; the similarities in
their practices and results prevented them
from doing so by any other means’’ (p. 13).
Laskaris’analysissuccessfullydemonstratesthat
the text has strong protreptic elements which
wouldhavebeenusefulinattractingaclientbase.
She is also right to stress the highly competitive
milieu in which all manner of persons styling
themselves‘‘healers’’soughtcustom.YetOnthe
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writtenspecificallytocensurethosepractitioners
(not just those of a magico-religious persuasion)
who acted impiously by misusing the divine. For
Laskaris, ‘‘statements concerning the divine
nature of disease are not relevant to the logic of
the author’s ideas concerning causation, but are
important, rather, for his rhetorical purposes’’
(p. 114). She notes that Philip van der Eijk
regards the treatise as ‘‘expressing the author’s
genuinereligiousviews’’(p.122,n.77).Iconcur.
If the author takes such pains to argue that
epilepsyisnomoredivinethananyotherdisease,
he does so in part to help remove the stigma of
an affliction that is associated with divine
displeasure. Here the healer’s first step in
claimingtobeabletotreatthediseaseistodefine
itasanillnessandnotasaspeciesofdivinecurse.
In this respect, the healer may not be as rigidly
‘‘secular’’ as Laskaris maintains. Be that as it
may, Laskaris has assembled sufficient material
for the reader to look with fresh eyes at a most
important early Hippocratic work, and to
evaluate its place in the medical and scientific
tradition.
Julius Rocca,
Center for Hellenic Studies, Washington, DC
David Pingree, Catalogue of Jyoti: sa
manuscripts in the Wellcome Library: Sanskrit
astral and mathematical literature, Sir Henry
Wellcome Asian Studies, vol. 2, Leiden and
Boston, Brill, 2004, pp. xix, 472, D89.00,
US$106.00 (hardback 90-04-13152-3).
This is a catalogue of manuscripts of texts of
Jyoti: h  s s  a astra, that is, of the Indian learned
traditions of astronomy, mathematics, divination
and astrology. The catalogue provides
descriptions of 959 of the Wellcome Library’s
Indic language manuscripts (primarily in
Sanskrit), representing more than 500 different
texts, by at least 250 authors. The catalogue by
David Pingree represents the completion of an
effort begun more than thirty years ago. It is
doubtful that anyone other than Pingree could
have accomplished it; certainly no one could
have done so at this high standard.
The work of cataloguing the Wellcome
collection’s Indian manuscripts was unusually
difficult.Indicmanuscripts,especiallyofSanskrit
texts, were acquired by various agents and
dealersinIndiabeginningin1911.Overtime,the
collection in the Wellcome, for which a full
handlist was not made, became disorganized.
Bundles of manuscripts were stored in different
places; leaves of individual manuscripts got out
oforder;sectionsofthesamemanuscriptbecame
separated, and so on. To complicate matters
further, there were composite manuscripts with
multipletitles;andmanyofthemanuscriptswere
of texts on topics so specialized that only a few
would be able to identify them.
In the summer of 1954, V Raghavan made a
significant advance in organizing knowledge of
the Indic collection by creating a list of about
3000 titles. Dominik Wujastyk began to work on
the collection in 1977, putting the Indic
manuscripts into a rational order and creating
handlists. David Pingree had begun to work on
the Jyotis :a portion of the collection beginning
in 1969. Further visits, extensive
correspondence, and examination of many
microfilms continued in subsequent decades.
Over the past three decades Pingree has
created standardized schemes for classifying
Jyotis :a texts, and for creating descriptive
catalogues of Sanskrit manuscripts. He has also
compiled and published the Census of the Exact
Sciences in Sanskrit (CESS), which provides a
comprehensive description of authors of Jyotis :a
texts and the texts attributed to them, together
with a list of all known manuscripts of the texts.
The Wellcome catalogue follows Pingree’s
classificatory scheme, being divided into the
three main divisions of Jyotis :: astronomy and
mathematics (ga
_
nita), divination (sam : hit  a a), and
astrology (hor  a a), with further subdivisions of
each.Thedescriptionsofmanuscriptsalsofollow
Pingree’s standard format: first providing
information about the text (title, author, date,
location, incipit, and its reference in CESS) and
then about the individual manuscripts (physical
features, details of numbering and previous
cataloguing marks, gaps, colophons and post-
colophons,scribesandowners,diagrams,etc.).A
notable feature of Pingree’s cataloguing scheme
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the individual manuscript, especially of
peripheral or marginal material not found in the
main text.
The collection contains a number of rare texts
in each subdiscipline. Most of the Jyotis :a
manuscripts are written in the Devan  a agarı ¯ script,
and most come from the northwestern region of
India,centringonthePa~ n nj  a ab,thoughacquisitions
were made over a wide geographical range.
The close historical relationship of Indian
medicineandastrology,intheoryandinpractice,
was recognized by Wellcome’s early
collectors. As a result, a sizable fraction of the
Wellcome Indic collection is made up of Jyotis :a
manuscripts. Of these, about a third are of texts
concerning birth horoscopes.
Users will find two features of this catalogue
especially helpful: the indices and the datings.
The indices are extensive—thirteen in all:
authors and interlocutors; titles and topics;
scribes, their relatives and gurus; owners; other
persons; social and religious organizations;
languages other than Sanskrit; toponyms; dated
manuscripts; horoscopes; numbering
concordances; shelf location concordances; and
locations of composite manuscripts. Pingree has
also provided the CE datings for all manuscripts
that include a   s saka or other Indian luni-solar
calendardateintheircolophonorpost-colophon.
In addition he has been able to reconstruct a
date for all horoscopes that are found in
the manuscripts.
In addition to providing reliable knowledge of
the manuscripts in the Wellcome collection, the
information that has been gathered in this
catalogue provides a specificity of knowledge
aboutthelivesofpre-modernIndianintellectuals
that is barely available to us through other
sources. It will enable reconstructions of the
history of Indian Jyotis :ı ¯s: their places and
families, their affiliations and associations, their
networks of communication. The catalogue
represents a significant achievement. Its readers
will be grateful.
Christopher Minkowski,
Oriental Institute, Oxford
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